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Almtt~ct. With each bounded lattice L t~ associated a ~umplicud complex E L. If X is a cross-cut 
of t .  then a ,,unphcud complex K¥ i~ declined. It is shown that the geometlic teal~ations ~,f g X 
and g L age homotopy equivalent, 
§ 1. Intmdention 
In [41. Rota introduced a simplicial complex K x for certain subsets 
X. called cross, cuts. of a finite lattice. He conjectured that the homology 
groups of K x de;~nd only on the lattice and not on the particular cross- 
cut X, Folkman 1 ! I introduced a simplicial complex K L in any bounded 
lattice L. dependir~g only on the lattice, and showed that the homology 
groups of K x are isomorphic to those of Kt, for any cross-cut X of L. 
thereby verifying Rota's conjecture ven fo~ infinite bounded lattices. 
In [ 3 ], Mather proved that if X and Y are cross-cuts of any finite lattice 
then the geometric realizations of Kx and Kr ,  I Kx ] an5 [ Kit t, are of the 
same homolopy type. 
In this paper we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem. Let L by a bounded iatri;'e and h,t L have a cross-cut X. Then 
IKxl and IK t i have ttw saint horn ~topy O'l:*e. 
This theorem is thus a generalization of the ~sults of both Folkman 
and Mather, and shows that Mather's result holds for infinite lattices as 
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well. We also believe that the methods of this paper are more elementary 
than those of [ I I and 13 l, using only the most elementary properties 
of simplicial complexes. 
§ 2. Preliminaries 
Let L be a bounded lattice. Denote the greatcoat element of L by ! 
and Ithe smallest elemcnt by O. A ,~.'o~s-cut X of L is a subset X ¢- L 
satisfying the following three con, utions: 
(i) Xc, L - (O, I~:  
!ii) no two elements of X are t omparable: 
liii~ each maximal chain in L w, :ets X. 
A finite subset X I ~ X is mid to span ff VX l = ! and A X I = O. 
The basic source for our topological considerations is ! 5 !, Chapter 
3. i f  K is a simplicial complex, we denote the geometric ~alization of 
K by ]K l- If K 1 , K 2 are simplicial complexes and ~" K ! -- K 2 is a sim- 
plicia| map then 1 1. It¢, '-,; [Kz] is the linear extension of ¢. The 
bar'y, centric subdivision of K. sd K is the simplicial complex whose 
vertices are the simplices of K and who~ simplices are finite chains 
under set inclusion of simplices af K. Ilerated barycentri,: subdivisions 
are denoted sdnK, n :~ I. The topolcgical spaces lsd K[ and ]K! are 
homeomorphic; asusual, we shall identify these two .~paces, thinking 
of K and sd K as two triangulations of the same space. I| K I , K 2 are 
simplicial complexes and ~: K t -- K 2 is a simplicial map, we define 
sd ¢:sd K I-. sd K 2 by requiring that sd ¢¢:s) = ~s)  (the ~magine of the ~ubset 
s ~ K t under ¢) for each vertex s of  sd K t . The basic fact about sd ¢ 
thai we need is the followin~g lemma: 
Lemma 1 ( ( 2}, Corollary 1.7.7, p. 36). It" K ! , K 2 are simplicial com- 
plexes and ¢: K~ -* "~"2 is a simplicial map. then the maps I~1, i sd ~l '  
[sd K 1 !-~ [sd K2I are homt~topic; in notation, l~l~ l~d ~PI' 
If K is a simplicia! complex arid s is a ~implex of K, then the star o[  
s. St s. is the subccmplex ofK  get, eraSed by those simpli~es of  K that 
have s as a face. Thus t is a simplex of  St s i f  and only i f  there is a sim- 
plex t' of K such that both t and ,. are faces of t'. Since any face of 
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the geometric realization of a simplex is a strong deformation retract 
of the realizatmn of the simp0ev, and since any geometric real~ation 
of a simplex is contractible, it fc, llows that [St s I is a contractible space. 
Let L be a bounded lattice. We define the simplicial complex KI. as 
follows: The vertices of/~. are the elementsofL- {0, I}, and a non- 
empty subset s of L (0. I ~ is a simplex of K L if and only ifs is a finite 
chain. 
|~t X be a cross-cut of L. We define the simplicial complex K x as 
follows: The vertices of K x are the elements of X, and a non-empty 
subset s of X is a simplex of K x if and only if s is finite and does not 
span. 
§ 3. Proof of the ~ m  
We define simplicial maps ~ : sd K x -. Ki. and ~o: ~ Kl. -. K x . Then, 
under the convention of idcntil'ying ]sd" K'] with for a,  ,~  
shall show that i~¢lolsd ~]: IKxI - , , IKx]  and l lol d l:lKz I- ' IKL I ~'¢ 
homotopic to the idcnUty maps. By Lemma ] it follows that ]~1 and 1~1 
are homotopy inverses and so that l Kx I axnd IKL ! of the same homo- 
topy type. 
We first define ¢/:~ K x-* K t : Let s be a vertex of sd K x. Then s is 
a finite non spanning subset of X. and we set 
~qsl={VsifVs~ ! 
At if W = I 
Then ~(~l~t  ~0, !:. If ~so,.. .  ,.~q t,s, ~ . . .  ~.~q, isa simplex of 
sd K x. Ulen ~ ¢/(s o I . . . .  l~(Sq )~ b a chain in L -(0, I ! since in any 
lattice A c B implies AB ~ AA < VA < VB. Consequently ~ is a sim- 
plicial map. 
We now define ~: sd Ku -. K x : Let s be a vertex of sd Kz. Then s is 
a finite chain in L-  (0, 1 }, and so there is an element ~(s) of X such 
that s u {~)ts)) is a chain in L-- (0, I}. If ~ So,..  •, sq }, s o ~_.. ~ 2 Sq, 
is a simplex of ~d Kl., then ~(s~ ) is comparable with each element o1" Sq 
for all i, 0< i < q. Since the elements of the set (~P{h)) . . . .  , ~)(sq)} are 
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mutually incomparable, each element of Sq is either an upper or a lower 
bound of the set. Since sq c L -~ 0, !} ,  it follows that ( so (s0) , . . . ,  
~(Sq )~does not span, that is, that ~ is a simplicial map. 
!Let K be any simplicial complex and let s be a ~implex in sd 2 K. Then 
s = {so , . . . ,  st, ) ,  s o ~. . .  ~ st, , where for each ~ 0 ~: i ~ p, s~ = 
{S~o, " • •,  sO¢O} , ~'~o ~- . . - 3- Stqo~ simplices of K. Let #~s) = soq~o ~
aud ),(s) = Soo. Thus ~(s)  is the '~smallest'" simplex of K occurring in 
s~ o(s)  _c s~/for all i. i. and ~,(s) is the "largest" simplex of  K occurring 
ir~ :~, Z(s ) ~ s~/ for all i. L 
~ince so and ~ are s~mp'~cial maps soo sd ~ : sdZg x -, A:r and ~0 sd ~: 
sd ~" K t -~ K t are.simplicial maps. Note that if K is a simpliciai complex 
and s is a simplex in sd2K, then St tz(s) is a subcomph:x of / , :  
i .emma 2. For  each s implex  s o f  sd2 K x , ~sd ~{s) ~ St/~(s ~. 
INtmL Let s = (so , . . . ,  sp ) ,  s o ~. . .  3- st, simplices of  sd K x , and 
for each i let si = (sio , . . , ,  si#O~ ) ,  Sio 3 - . . .  ~ s iq~ ~implices of 
K x. Then 
sd ¢~(s)= {¢~(~Soo , . . . ,  ~So¢(o~ } ) . . . . .  ¢(~ ¢~Spo, • • •, ~st,o~t,~))t. 
Now Spq~ ~ (Sio , . . . ,  s~qo) )for each i, 0 < i < p: thus 
~/¢Svq~r~)c {~:Sio, •• . ,  g~s~ 0 }. It follows that each element of 
~oo sd ~ (s) is comparable with ~ (st,q~,~.j. Thus, by the pairwise incom- 
p~abil i ty of elements of X. ~oo sd ~/{s) u sp¢~ is non-spaanin$ Since 
I JO) = soq~O ~c spq(v~, we conclude that ~¢° sd ~ (s) ~/~(s) is a simplex 
ofK  x : that is, soosd ~(s) c St t~(s), proving the lemma. 
The identical fact holds for ~ o sd ~o" 
Lemma 3. For  each s implex  s o f  sd 2 Kt  , ~sd SO{s) c St a~s). 
Prtmf. We proceed as in the proof of  Lemma 2. Let s = (s 0 . . . .  ' "~r ) • 
s o 3 .  . .  3_ Sp simplices of sd K L . For each i. 0 ~ i ~ p. let 
si " {S io , . . . ,  s~)} ,  Sio D . . .  _D siq¢i~, chains in L - (0 ,  1 }. Then 
¢/~ sd ~o(s ~ : ~ ~( { soSoo,.. .  , ~0So¢(o ~ ~ ) , . . . ,  ~ f f~Spo,. .  " , ~spq~ }) } .  
Since So¢(o ) c_: sq for all i. L it follows that ~o(sq) is comparable with 
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each e lement o f  s0q~0 ~. Thus. for each i, g, ( { scsa) , . . . ,  ~¢s,q(i ) } ) is com- 
parable with each element o f  soq~o ~. Since ¢~o sd ¢~s) is a chain in 
L -  (0, i ) . it fol lows that g,o sd ¢(s~, u Soq(o ) i sa  chain in L -  {0, I } . 
Cors~quent ly ~ko sd ¢ (s )c  St s0q(0 ~ = St #(s ) .  concluding the proof  
o f  the iemmaL 
lf K is any simplicial ~:omplex and s, t are simplicesofsd2K, then 
the foliowin~ three facts hold 
(a) i St p l.s ) [ is contractibk: 
Ib) i f s  C t, then [St p(s)[c_ ]St ttlt 1! : 
As indicated earlier in this paper, (a) holds for any star. Fact (b) holds 
since s c t implies U(i ) c O(s ) which in)plies St/~(s) c_ St 9{t ). Fact 
(c) holos(under the standard identification of [sd K I with IKI )since 
I.~]C [~,(s )l and ~(.s )is a face of ~(s ). 
Consequently, for each simplex s of .ql 2 K x , both 
I¢osa ~i"sd: A'v! ~' IA'xl and the identity 1 : isd2K x !-" Igx I 
into lSt/~(s ~I* Tht,s (~e Lemma 41 l¢o ;~d ¢,1~- 1 by Lemma 2. Similar- 
ly, by Lemm-', 3, 16o "sd¢l~ ! on isd:K L ]. Thus, by Lemma I 
t¢'t ° ] ~ 1 ~ I on i,gx ] and l ¢~ i ~ I¢!~ I on I KI. !' proving the theorem. 
§ 4. Appendix 
The final step in the proof of the Theorem in § 3 is a slight generali- 
zation of the concept of contiguity and a (substantial) specialization of 
the technique cff obstruction theo~" of Eilenberg. To keep the topolog- 
ical prerequisites for this paper as elementary as possible we prove the 
relevant lemma: 
Lemm 4. Let K hc J s,nplicml (otnph.¢ and let Y be a tOl~ological 
Xl~Ce. l.'rJr each .~ttnldeV s ~f  K. let ('¢s ; I,c a .~.lbsl,ace o f  Y satisfying 
the follo;¢ing two condiliolts 
(i) C(s) i,~ contta('tible: 
(ii) s c_ t implies Cgs)c: ('It). 
/H.  g" ]A'!-. r arc , ' , , , ,m, . , ,~ ,hal,., s,,ct, tt, at f( t~ l ~ u gi is 11 c (:is) 
for each simplex s of  K then f ~ g. 
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Proof. Denote the closed unit interval by L We construct a !homotopy 
H: ]K]XI'~ Y such thatll(x, 0)= f(x),H(x, I)= g(x) and 
ll([is]x I) c. C(s) for each simplex s of K by induction on the skeletons 
of X. Let the L'omotopy liq.~ I be defined on the (q- I )-skeleton 
Ig¢'-' ! of lgl so that Hq., (Itl x l)c C(t) for each simplex t of K¢-'. 
Let: s be. a q-simplex of K, Denote the boundary of s by i, and define 
nq o. (I~l x hu (i~I x {o})u (1~! × {I})by 
He(x,t)=He_|(x,t)if (x,f)E ]slx / 
n¢(x,o)=I(x) , (~. o)~ I~I x {o}, 
lie(x, l)=g(x) if (x. I)E lsl x {I}. 
Since, for each proper favi~ t of s, H e_ 1 (ltl X I) C C(t) C_ C(s ) and 
sin(~ [(IS [), g(Is I) _c C(s), it follows that 
~(',I~I x/)u (I,I x {o})u (b Ix {~}))c c(s). 
cell and its bounding q-sphere. Since C(s) is contractible,/Tq can be ex- 
tended to He: isl x 1-4, C(s). We thus construct He: IKq [ x I-~ ¥, an 
extension of H e_ !. Thus, inductively, we get the homotopy 
H: ]K I x ! -, Y, proving the lemma. 
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